
 

 

Groningen (NL) based singer ROBINE was long considered an insider tip in the Dutch music landscape.  
Her strong soulful voice and emotional performances got her very early attention from top players in the industry. 

She starred in De Wereld Draait Door and RTL Boulevard with Alain Clark (Dutch TV), was in the finals of The Voice 
Kids, sang for 20.000 people at the FC Groningen soccer stadium, played major events with Candy Dulfer, toured in 

China and Europe, is a regular guest at Club Dauphine in Amsterdam and had a number of performances at RTV 
Noord. But in a demanding, often painfully superficial industry, she never felt able to express her true self.  

 

Until now.  
 

 
With the release of her debut single FROM YOU, ROBINE 
proves herself worthy of high expectations while  sharing a 
deeply personal story of struggling to escape from a 
relationship with a person with a narcissistic personality 
disorder. The song, written by ROBINE and produced with the 
help of Elisha Amonoo-Neizar (EAN Music), reflects ROBINEs 
drive and her power to turn vulnerability into strength. 
„I hope to inspire other people that suffer from these kinds 
of relationships. I want to show that they are not alone. And 
that they are strong too.“ 
 
FROM YOU will be available on all streaming services starting 
the 7th of October, the music video will follow two weeks 
later. ROBINEs journey is only just beginning. An EP with her 
songs is planned to be released in 2023.  
 

 
 

CONTACT:      
management@robine.me  
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Producer: Elisha Amonoo-Neizer (EAN Music) 
Choir: Arranged by Lawrence LJ Johnson 
Strings: Francesca Rijks 
Distributed by: ADA (Warner Music Group)  
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Dutch newcomer ROBINE releases powerful 
debut single FROM YOU  

- a hymn for survivors of toxic relationships 
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